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একা- বাকা
গৗতম সরকার
তারপর দু হােত মুখ ঢেক ঝl ঝl কের কঁ েদ ফলল গৗতমz
Morecio এখন ঘের নইz তাহেল কার কােছ মুখ লু-কাল ও? িনজর কােছই? কান দুেটা
িক জেম গেলা? নাকটাও...z তারপর ধপাp কের ও বেস পsল, ওর dorm-room এর
bunk-bed-এর ন£ চর তলাটায়z নাঃ, পাছাটা feel করেত পারল ওz

সিদনকার কথা মেন প-s গল ওর, যিদন ও সটান চেল িগেয়িছল িবজন সতু র পােশর
ভারত সবা ম সংেঘ, öধু বািলেগ র বািড়টা ছাs¡র জন z তারপর কেয়কটা মাস কমন
যন ঘােরর মেধ িদেয় কেট গলz আজ Iowa-য় বেস হঠাvz এসব মেন পsল কন ওর?

Halloween? ET িসেনমা-য় এর িক একটা scene িছল না? ঐ য, বা ারা সব
অ ু ত রকেমর, আর নানান রকেমর পাশাক-আশাক পা-l বািড় বািড় যায় চকেলটলেজ

পাবার জন z New Empire-এ দখেত িগেয়িছল না ও িসেনমা-টা? তারপর

র ু েরে
-

-

-

খেত িগেয়...

বড় িডের র না ঘাড়ার িডম! বশ রেগই বেল উঠল তেপােদবz
আঃ, "তপা'; একটু আে বলz Aminia-র মনুেত মাগলাই পেরাটার price-টায়
চাখ বালােত বালােত বলল সুকমলz
না র "সু ', ও কই বেলেছ সুম - বশ উে িজতz সিত কথাটা বলার সাহস
না থাকেল কান িকছু েতই "বড়' হওয়া যায় না, বুঝিল? বশ confidence-এর
সােথ কথা … লা বেল িদল সুম z
শালা বড় িডের র হেব তা হও না, িক ¤ গ টার বলায় ধা াবািজ কন বাবা?
"তপা' তখনও উে িজতz
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গৗতম একটু আনমনা ভােব ö ন যাি ল এসবz ভাবিছল মাগলাই পেরাটার দাম দেব
কাে েক ও? ওর তা পেকেট অত পয়সা নইz ভাবেত ভাবেত বেলই ফõ ও কথাটাz
- তু ই িচ া কিরস না, আমার কােছ িকছু extra আেছ, যা খািব order দz আ াস
িদল সুম z
- Spielberg য সত িজv রায়-এর ""ব ু বাবুর ব ু '' গ টা ঝ-s ছ, এটা পির ারz
একবার mention করেলই তা পারতz ব াস, িমেট যতz একটু
গৗতমz তােত ET ছিবটার মাহা

গ-a¡ি র সুের বলল

িকছু কমেতা বেল তা আমার মেন হয় নাz

াস

সেভন-এর ছাকরা গৗতম এেকবাের পাকা film critic-এর মত িদল z
- শালা আমােদর বািলগ গভনেম -এর নাম-টাও তা একটু বাড়েতা! না িক? ব াটা
ঐ "Temple of Doom' করেত এেসই মালটা হািতেয়েছ বুঝিল...
মাগলাই পেরাটা এেস যাওয়ায় "তপা' আর কথা বাs¡ ত পারল নাz

- We will be closing our breakfast soon, sir; পােশর টিবল-টা wetcloth িদেয় মুছেত মুছেত বলল campus-cafeteria-র মেয়টাz P. Chem-এর
notes-…লেত আর চাখ -ব¡লান হল না গৗতেমরz

নাঃz পরী া দুেটার কানটাই ভাল হল না আজ গৗতেমরz Problems …m¡

কঠাক

হেয়েছ হয়েতা, িক ¤ thermodynamics-এর definition … লা িকছু েতই মেন করেত
পারল না ওz তবু ও িবেকেলর িদেক মনটা আজ কমন যন ফু রফু ের লাগল ওরz আজ
snow হবার কথাz

সই জন ই িক? জীবেন থম snow দখার সুেযাগ হেব!

চািরিদকটা কমন সাদা হেয় যােব, তাই না?

কমন যন একটা উে জনা হল ওরz

আ া, snowing-এর সময় তার মাঝখােন চতেন র মেতা দুহাত তু েল দাঁিড়েয় থাকেল
কমন হেব, ঐ কালকাতায় school থেক বািড় ফরার সময় বৃি েত িভজেত যরকম
ভাল লাগেতা? Snow-টা যখন পs ব, সটা িক powder-এর মত হেব? হঠাv
Diana-র কথা মেন প-s গল গৗতেমরz ওর গােয়র চামs¡-টা িক মসৃণ, তাই না?
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সিদন hand-shake করার সময় কমন যন তু েলার মত নরম মেন হেয়িছল ওর
হাতটােকz আ া? ওর চাখদুেটা িক নীল? না সবুজ? ন£ল-সবুেজর মাঝামািঝ িকছু
একটা হেব বাধহয়z িকরকম একটা অনািবল আনে

মনটা ভাের গেলা গৗতেমরz

নাঃ, আজ সাহস কাের কথাটা বালেতই হেব Diana- কz িনঃ াসটা কমন যন ভাির
হেয় আসেছ, হ হ কের dorm-এর িদেক হাঁটেত হাঁটেত অনুভব করল গৗতমz

িক যন একটা party চলেছ dorm-এর common-room টায়z চািরিদেক সব
রঙেবরেঙর বলুন আর pumpkin িদেয় নানান রকম সাজস ্¡ এই pumpkin নািক
আবার খাওয়াও যায়z আ া, এটা িক fruit, না vegetable? এটা িক আমােদর
দেশর

মেড়ার মেতা, নািক তােলর মেতা?

কানটাই না বাধহয়z তা হেল িক এটা

আমােদর দেশর লাউ-এর মত? Pumpkin িদেয় িক তা হেল ডু গডু িগ বানােনা যেত
পাের?

সিদন আবার TV- ত দখলাম এক বাবা তার পুচিক মেয়টােক ডাকেছ

""pumpkin'' বেল!

ক ব াপারটা িক? Pumpkin- ক িনেয় এত মাতামািত কন?

এখােন নািক একটু পের air-এ ""candy throw'' করা হেব!

সটা িকরকম হেব?

আমােদর দেশর হিরর লুেট বাতাসা ছাঁড়ার মেতা? ভাবেত ভাবেত িভেড়র মেধ িনেজর
অজাে ই Diana- ক যন খুঁজেত লাগল গৗতমz খুব জাের music চলেছ এখােন,
সবাই তার সােথ িকরকম তােল তােল নাচেছz Music-টা কমন যন ককশ ধরেনর,
তাই না? ও মেন মেন সুর ভাঁজেত লাগল...
""লাউ-এর আগা খাইলাম, ডাগােগা খাইলাম, লাউ িদ বানাইলাম ডু গডু িগ, সােধর...''
নাঃ,

ক জমেছ নাz খুব একা একা লাগল গৗতেমরz একটু Diana-র দখা যিদ

পাওয়া যত...... ওর ঐ পাগল কের দওয়া নীল চাখদুেটার হাতছািন যন উ

কের

তু লল গৗতমেকz তবুও এই িভেড়র মেধ ও একািক-aÅl ভাবটা যন হেতাদ ম কাের িদত
লাগল ওেকz বাইের এত ঠা া হওয়া সে ও জামার ভতর ঘাম অনুভব করল গৗতমz

বশ িকছু ন এর ওর সােথ নাচানািচ করার চ া করল গৗতম, িক¿¹¥ িবেশষ সুিবধা
করেত পারল না ওz িক রকম খাপছাড়া মেন হেত লাগল ওরz
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িপেঠ দুেটা আলেতা টাকা feel করল গৗতমz

পছন িফের তাকােতই নীল চাখদুেটা

িচনেত পারল ও z¢L¿¹¥ H¢L ? Diana এরকম সেজেছ কন? জামা-কাপর সব কােলা,
টু িপটাওz হােত আবার ওটা িক? লা ? মুেখ িক কােলা রঙ মেখেছ ও?
-

How do I look ""…টা ''? দুহাত S¢s য় িজে স করল Diana. I am a
witch tonight. হঠাv এক পােয় একটা চারিক পাক খেয় বলল Diana.
ওিক িম িম হাসেছ? মুেখ কােলা রঙ মাখায় ক ভাল কের বাঝা যাে নাz
ওিক আমায় কােছ ডাকেছ? ভাবেত ভাবেত Diana-র একদম কােছ চেল এল
গৗতমz

-

Do you have any thing like this in India?
Not really. কালী পুেজা আর দাল-এর কথা মেন পsল গৗতেমর, িক ¤
বাঝােত পারেব না বেল িকছু বলল না ওz

ক

িভড়টা বাধহয় একটু পাতলা হেয় আসেছz রাত কত হল? একটা দsটা হেব বাধ হয়z
ভার চারেটয় আবার কাজ আেছz Snow shovel করেত হেব, on-campus jobএর জন z
-

-

-

""…টা '', would you like to come to my room upstairs?
May be some other time, সে ােচর সােথ বলল গৗতমz
Come  on.    It’s  Friday  night.    Let’s  enjoy.
No,  I  mean….  actually…..  I  have  to  work  in  a  couple  of  
hours. I have to shovel snow at 4. কমন যন ভয় ভয় করেত লাগল
গৗতেমরz
Come on ""…টা '', I really mean it. বেল ওর ডান হাতটা বা¢s য় িদল
Diana.    Let’s  have  a  couple  of  beer  before  you  need  to  go  to  
work. Besides, I have a surprise for you, I think.
িদ ¢h¢cL ‘¡ন শূন হেয় Diana-র হাতটা ধরল গৗতমz আহ, িক নরম!
Shhhh, carfew hours is in effect, ঠাঁেট আঙু ল ঠিকেয় বলল Diana!
তারপর খুব সাবধােন িসঁিড় বেয় ওরা উেঠ এল dorm-এর দাতলার women’s  
floor-এz
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িকেসর আওয়াজ আসেছ Diana-র ঘর থেক? TV-র? Hallway-িদেয় Diana-র
room-এর িদেক এেগােত এেগােত মেন হল গৗতেমরz িক আ য, চািব িদেয় না খুেল ও
টাকা মারেছ কন দরজায়?
-

-

-

Baby please open the door, it’s  me, whisper কের দরজার কােছ মুখ
রেখ বলল Diana. কােলা জামার সােথ কােলা tie পরা একটা ছেল দরজা খুলেতই
Diana ঝাঁিপেয় পsল ওর বুেকর ওপরz
Baby, remember, I told you? Please meet my Indian friend
""…টা ''z He is such a sweet-heart. He said he would make
me chicken curry some time. I absolutely adore him. Can
you imagine they gave him a job to shovel snow? Poor thing
just came from tropical part of India!
Oh, I am so sorry ""…- …টা ?'', দরজার মুেখই দাঁিড়েয় বলল ছেলটাz
""…টা '', please meet my boy-friend Ken, িখল িখল কের হেস বলল
Diana. He came all the way from Nebraska, to spend the
Halloween  weekend  with  me.    Isn’t  that  sweet?

ল ায়, রােগ, দুঃ- চরম অ
িনেজেক!

ত আর অপমািনত feel করল গৗতমz এত বাকা লাগেলা

কানরকেম Ken-এর সােথ একটা hand-shake কের বিরেয় এল Diana-র

ঘর থেক তারপর সাজা চেল গল snow shovel করেতz এই ঠা ায় snow shovel
করার জন ওর জামা-কাপs আর জুেতােজাড়া য এেকবােরই যেথ নয় স কথা মেনই এল
না গৗতেমরz

টর পেলা, যখন খািন ণ snow shovel করার পর বুঝল য কান

দুেটােক আর feel করেত পারেছ না ওz নােকর ডগাটাও নাz আ েু লর ডগা…ল¡ও কমন
যন আড়ø…
-

""গাউটু ম'', you better go home. একটু ইত ত ের বলল Miles,
maintenance team-এর "head' লাকটাz I don’t  feel  safe  for  you  
to work here right now. You are freezing. Do you have
snow-coat and snow-boot? You will need them to work here.
Let me know if you need any help, I may have some extra
pairs that may fit you.
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কানরকেম টলেত টলেত campus-এর রা াটা ধের সাজা dorm-এ ফরত এেলা গৗতম
দাতলার women’s  floor-টা cross কের িতনতলার men’s  floor-এ যাবার পেথ
কমন যন িবর

লাগল ওরz রাগ হল িনেজর ওপেরইz তারপর কানরকেম ঘের ঢু েক

দুহােত মুখ চেপ বােস পsল bunk-bed-এ ওর িবছানায়z িনেজর নাক-কান … লােক
feel করার চ া করল খািন ন, তারপর আর িকছু ভাবেত পারল না ও...

দরজায় হঠাv চািবর শে

উেঠ বসার চ া করল গৗতম, িক ¤ আবার ö য় পsলz

Hey man, ঘের ঢু কেত ঢু কেত বলল Morecio. Are you okay? You
have been sleeping all day, I was in earlier, and you were
snoring like a pig!
- Really? নাকটা আেছ তাহেল! কান দুেটােকও একবার touch কের দেখ িনল
গৗতমz I am so sorry, hope I did not bother you. What time
is it?
- It’s  about  8  in  the  evening.    You  missed  both  brunch  and  
supper.
- It’s  okay.    I  am  not  hungry.
- I got to go now. Help yourself with some snack on my desk,
that my mom sent from Brazil. After all, what are roommates for,ha? মজা কের হাসেত হাসেত দরজা ব কের বিরেয় গল
Morecio.
Brazil কথাটা ö ন গৗতেমর মেন পsল য কালকাতায় এখন রিববার সকাল ৮-টাz
-

একটু পয়সা থাকেল একটা ফান করা যেতাz িক ভালই য হত তাহেল? ব
ওর এখনz

বাকাওz

একা লাগেছ
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বঁেচ থাকার উপায়
সায়ি

ঘাষ

আজ খুব গরম পেড়েছ z মাথা-র উপর কাঠফাটা রাদ তী

উ

বাতাস z ক বলেব এটা শরত

কাল, ভা মাস z এ যন ীে র দাবদাহ zপেথ-ঘােট মানুষ জন-এর দখা মলা ভার zরা া-র
র … লা পয একটু ছায়া-র খাঁেজ ব

z

িশবানী আজ খুব া z গরম হাওয়া যন তার শরীেরর শষ জলকণা টু -ও িনP-s িনেয়েছ
zসকল থেক িব ী-বাটাও িবেশষ হয়িন z কাঁেধ ধুেপর ব াগটা যন চেপ বেসেছ z চলার গিতও
থ হেয় এেসেছ z গলা

িকেয় কাঠz আেশপােশর ঝু পিড় দাকান েলাও ব

z না, আর পারেছ

না স zঝু পিড়র এক িচলেত ছায়ায় কাঁেধর ব াগটা নািমেয় বেস পড়ল িশবানী z ক জােন আর
কতিদন এই ভােব লড়েত হেব একটু সুেখর জন z

মেন মেন ভােব িশবানী অিসত যখন িছল দু-হােত আগেল রাখত তােক zতারা তখন সদ িবেয়
কের শহরতিলর একটা ছা এক কামরার বািড় ত উেঠেছ z অিসত কলকাতার একটা

েস

চাকির করত z যা রাজগার তােত িদব চেল যত দু-জেনর z কৃ িতর িনয়েম িশবানী-র -ক¡ল
আেলা কের এেলা অিনমা z "অিনমা' নামটা অিসেতর দওয়া z ছা অিনমার নতু ন নতু ন কায
কলাপ তািরেয় তািরেয় উপেভাগ করত তারা z বছর ঘুরেতই আবার এক আগমন বাতা z
অলক-তােদর ছেল zিশবানী এই দুই দিস র িপছেন ছু েট ছু েট া z অিসেতর য

নওয়ার সময়

টু ও পত না z দুজেনর মােঝর একা সময় টু ও হািরেয় িগেয়িছল z অিসেতর কপট
অিভমান,
"এখন আমার েয়াজন ফু িরেয়েছ' z
িশবানী হাসেতা,
"একটু ধয ধর, ওরা একটু বড় হাক'z
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সই ধয টাই বুিঝ ধরেত পারল না অিসত z একিদন

স থেক িফের এেলা তার িন

িশবানী যন তখন মাঝ সমুে হািরেয় যাওয়া ছা একটা িডি

দহ z

নৗকা z বড় বড় ঢউ এর

আঘােত যার টালমাটাল অব া z ঘের ছা দুেটা িশö z আিথক স য় ও বলার মত না z অলক
অিনমার মুেখর িদেক তািকেয় তার বুক কঁ েপ উঠত z িক কের বাঁচােব এেদর ? িক কের বাঁচেব
স? িক¿¹¥ বাঁচেত তা হেবই z অিসেতর

স থেক িকছু টাকা পাওয়া িগেয়িছল z সই টাকা

িদেয়ই এই ব বসার öl¦ z দখেত দখেত দু বছর হেয় গল z öl¦র িদেক অসহায়, বচারা ভেব
িকছু লাক সাহােয র হাতও বািড়েয়িছল z িক¿¹¥ সময়-এর সােথ সােথ সহানুভূিত … লা িফেক
হেয় এেলা z িক¿¹¥ িশবানীর তােত কােনা অিভেযাগ নই z কারণ এ লড়াই তার িনেজর জন ,
তার স ানেদর জন zএ তােদর জীবন সং াম z

গািড়র আওয়াজ -এ সি ত িফরল িশবানীর z নাহ, এবার উঠেত হেব z বলা পেড় আসেছ
zশহেরর এিদেক বশ িকছু নতু ন আবাসন হেয়েছ z রং-চেঙ, যন পুতুেলর ঘর z বশ ভােলা
লােগ দখেত z িক¿¹¥ সামেন আবার ব¾c¥L ধারী পাহারাদার z ওই তা এক দ ল ছেল মেয় ঘুl ছ
আবাসেন z তােদর সােথ পাহারাদােরর চাখ এিড়েয় িশবানী সyিধেয় গল অবসােনর অ ের z
আহা , যন ছা এক টু কেরা গ z িশবানী ভাবেলা আজ যিদ িকছু িব ী বাটা হয় তাহেল বা া
… লার মুেখ একটু মােছর টু কেরা তু েল দেব z অলকটা কেয়কিদন ধেরই খুব বায়না করেছ z

সাত পাঁচ িচ া করেত করেত কিলংেবেল হাত িদল িশবানী z হয়ত একরাশ িবরি
মুখ দরজা খুেল বিরেয় আসেব z দীঘ দুবছর ধের এই িবরি

মাখা কােনা

মাখা মুখ … লা দেখই তার

সকল থেক সে É হয় z আবার কিলংেবল বাজাল স z দরজা খুেল বিরেয় এেলা এক মাঝবয়সী
ভ েলাক z িশবানী ন ভােব িজ‘¡স করেলা,
ধ§প লাগেব দাদা?
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িক¿¹¥ ভ েলাক িকছু বলার আেগই হটাv মাথাটা কমন ঘুের উঠেলা z দুেচাখ জুেড় অ কার z
কােনা িকছু ধরার আেগই স বুঝেত পারল একটা বিল হাত তােক চেপ ধেরেছ z কেয়কটা
মুহ§ত,তারপর-ই একটু সুÙÛ বাধ করেত লাগেলা িশবানী z ভ েলাক বলেলন,
সকল থেক এই গরেম ঘুরেছা z িভতের এেস বস zএকটু জল খাও z দখেব ভােলা লাগেব
L«a‘তায় িশবানী অিভভূ ত হেয় গল z এমন ব বহার তার কােছ অ ত ািশত z িশবানী মেন
মেন ভাবেলা এখেনা িকছু মানুষ রেয়েছ যারা একটু আলাদা zযারা ু তােক অস ান কের না z
মেন মেন ভগবানেক ডাকেলা,
আজ যন খািল হােত এ ঘর থেক িফরেত না হয় z
ভ েলাক জল িনেয় িফের এেলন z িক¿¹¤ একই ?? উিন এমন ভােব তাকাে ন কন? এই দৃি র
সে িশবানী পিরিচত z অিসেতর মৃতু র পর অেনক চনা মানুেষর এরকম অেচনা দৃি তােক
িব ্ কেরেছ z িশবানী ল ল কের ঘামেত লাগেলা z এই ব

ঘের স অসহায় z ভ েলাক না না

লাকটা তার হাত চেপ ধরল z িশবানী বাধ হয় িব েয়র ধা ায় িচ কার করেতও ভু েল গেছ
z এক জা ব পুর¦ষ তােক

মশ াস করেছ zিশবানী শরীেরর সম শি

একি ত কের

আতনাদ কের উঠেলা,
সব বেল দব,বাইের বিরেয় িচ কার কের সবাইেক বেল দবz
লাকটা বাধ হয় ভয় পল z িছটেক সের গল স z চাখদুেটা কমন যন ভীl¦ z লালসার
জায়গায় অসহায়তা z িশবানীেক ছেড়

ত ঘের ঢু েক গল সzিফের আসেলা হাত ভিত টাকা

িনেয় zিশবানীর হােত মুেঠা মুেঠা টাকা িদেয় পির ােনর চ া zএ যন লাক থেক ভ েলােক
উ রেণর চািবকা

z

ধীর পােয় িশবানী বিরেয় এেলা আবাসন থেক zহােত আজ তার অেনক টাকা z এক সােথ এত
টাকা এই থম স দখল z আজ স অেনক িকছু িকনেত পাের z অলেকর জন , অিনমার জন ,
তার িনেজর জন z একটা িদন ভােলা ভােব বাঁচেত পাের স z িক¿¹¥ এই অেথর িক মূল ? টাকার
গােয় অস ান, লা নার গ z এই অেথ িক সুখ কনা যায়? qyÉ¡, যায় তা বেট-ই z তেব িক
সিত ?? তার এত িদেনর সাদামাটা জীবন না আজেকর এই উপাজন?
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পরিদন খুব ভাের ঘুম থেক উঠেলা িশবানীz কাল অেনকিদন পর বা ােদর মুেখ খুিশর ঝলক
দেখেছ স zতারপর öl¦ হেয়েছ িনেজর সােথ যু z ন ায় অন ায় -এর অেনক
চ ল কেরেছ z অেনক ি ধা ে

অি র হেয়েছ স z যু

শেষ আজ স া

তার মন ক
সিনক z স

জােন তােক বাyচেত হেব zতার মুেখর িদেক তািকেয় বেড় ওঠা স ানেদর বাyচােত হেব z একটু
সুেখ থাকেত হেব স যমন ভােবই হাক z

ান কের খুব সু র ভােব সাজেলা িশবানী z চােখর পাতায় িদল কাজেলর ছাyয়া আজ স যন
অিভসািরকা z বঁেচ থাকার ছাটখােটা অিল-গিল স িচেন ফেলেছ z সই অিল-গিলেতই হেব
তার অিভসার z আজ হয়ত আেরা িকছু টাকা রাজগার হেব আবার কােনা ভ েলােকর দয়ায় z
ব বসার সহজ রা াটা তার হােতর মুেঠায়z ধ§ পর ব াগটা কাঁেধ িনেয় রা ায় পা িদল িশবানী z
সামেন পুেজা z বা ােদর নতু ন জামা িকেন িদেত হেব তাz
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Dragon Tales
Kayli Elvin
Age 10
Gather 'round my little friends
And listen to this story or two tail ends
How they whistled, twirled, wagged and span
Across the oceans to distant lands

Boats could sail and never know
What lay beneath their very own turf
The tail of a dragon is fearsome and wild
But you cannot deny that it has got style

Beautiful, beautiful, shimmering light
Sparkling, sparkling, glittering bright
Wonderously dazzling reflected in the pond
A rainbow of colors here and beyond
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Archisha Basak (Age 4)

Anuprabha Dandapat (5yrs 6 months)
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Fireworks
Kayli Elvin
Age 10

Trees bowed in the wind
Trumpets called in the past
Shooting stars didn't dream
but determinedly move so fast

The world was clouded with grey
The sky was a mist of the haze
The earth was a magical realm
For those birds caught in a stardaze

Fireworks lit up your face
I saw it branded with happiness then
So let's take a walk and I hope
that you'll be joyously happy again
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My first weekend trip away from home
Roshnee Tarafder (Age 10)
"Roshnee, wake up!" called my mom from a faraway land. "You have to get ready to
leave  to  go  to  Elie's  cabin!”
I threw my covers off and climbed down the steps of my bunk bed. I changed out off my
pajamas, put on a fresh pair of shorts and a nice T-shirt, and then went to the bathroom
to brush my teeth. I flew down the stairs and started eating my breakfast which was
French toast.
"Ding Dong!" rang the doorbell.
"I'll get it!" I shouted.
“Hi  Elie,  it's  so  good  to  see  you  again!" I  said.  “It’s  like  I  haven't  seen  you  in  so  long!"  
"Same here, I'm so excited, You will love the cabin!" said Elie.
“Hi  Mrs.  Oxford,  I'm  all  packed  and  ready  to  go!"  
“Great  I'll  start loading the bags okay?" Mrs. Oxford called going out the door. "Let me
help you with that!" called my mom, going to help Mrs. Oxford. When they got
everything inside the car, we started to get in the car. I gave my mom and little sister
Shoumili a kiss and said goodbye to my nanny Martha before I left.
We were off! Luckily Elie brought her portable movie player. We watched about four
movies! First we stopped to have some lunch at Burger King. We drove for another two
and a half hours and then stopped again for gas and a bathroom break. We stopped at
Lake Superior. The water was freezing. We made a dare to go in the water for one
minute! For dinner we ate at Elie's grandparent's restaurant for burgers and
sandwiches, while Mrs. Oxford went to get some food for the cabin. When we were
done eating we hit the road again.
“We're  in  Duluth!”  Elie  shouted.
"Yahhhh!" I shouted with her.
We drove for another couple of hours when Elie yelled.
“We're  here!!!!!!"  Elie  screamed.  "Finally  we're  here!"  I  screamed  back.  It took us about
six and a half hours to get there and it was supposed to be four hours!
We got out of the car to get some fresh air which smelled like pine. We dragged all our
stuff into the cabin which was really big, even the area outside was big. Once we got
everything in our rooms, we put on our swimsuits and ran down a few steps and then
jumped into the lake. Just when the bugs were coming out, we got out of the lake and
ran inside. After a hot shower, we went downstairs to eat a snack, which was a cheese
stick and an orange. While we were eating, we told stories. I told the beautiful story of
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Ma Durga. When we finished eating and telling stories, we went to bed. Elie and I
couldn't fall asleep! I kind of went to sleep when I fell off the bed! Elie heard the sound
and  asked  if  I  was  alright?  “I’m  okay,"  I  said.  “Can  you  sleep?"  I  asked.  “No,"  she  said.
We sat on my bed because we had separate beds. We listened to music on my iPod for
a while, then I put the iPod away and then we talked for a little bit when I asked Elie if
she wanted to sleep in the bed next door so that we can get more sleep. So we tiptoed
to the room next to ours and went on the bed. Before we knew it we were asleep! I
woke  up  because  Harrison,  Elie’s  younger  brother,  was  waking  Elie  up.
“Harry,  stop!!!”  she  yelled.  Harry  was  jumping  on  Elie.  I  checked  the  time;;  it  was  8:00  in  
the morning! By the time we went to bed was 3:15!!! So we dragged ourselves out of the
bed and started going downstairs. The first person we saw was Mrs. Oxford.  “Morning  
kids,  what  do  you  want  for  breakfast?”  she  asked  in  a  cheerful  way.
“We  can  have  pancakes!”  Elie’s  other  younger  sister,  Ava  said.
“I  love  pancakes!”  I  said.  So  it  was  decided  we  were  going  to  have  pancakes.  Everyone  
got all the ingredients, then, Elie and I made the batter and then Harry and Ava stirred.
Finally, Elie and I took turns flipping pancakes. After breakfast we changed into our
swimsuits then we ran on the dock and waited for Mrs. Oxford to come. She came and
got  the  tube  out,  and  then  started  telling  the  rules  about  tubing.  “  First  the  signals,  
Thumbs up means you want me to go faster,”  “Thumbs  down  is  when  you  want  me  to  
go  slower,  and  the  last  one  is,  yell  ‘Ready’  when  you  want  me  to  go.”  “That’s  all  the  
rules  for  tubing,”  she  ended  with a puff.
We all got in the boat and put on our lifejackets on and sat in one of the seats.
Ava and Harry went on the tube first. We started off slow, but Harry and Ava put their
thumbs up to go faster. They tubed for about ten minutes then we got on. We started off
slow then we went the fastest the boat could ever go. The water splashed my face. After
tubing, we had some lunch hoping we could go tubing again after lunch. For lunch we
had hot dogs and a huge slice of cantaloupe. After lunch we went to the window to see
if it was sunny but, it was really windy so we went to the basement. In the basement,
they had swings! So I went on the swings and we played restaurant. I was a customer
and had imaginary friends who were guests with me. They asked me if I wanted to have
a TV in the room. I said yes so they told me to go in that room and sit in the chair. I
thought that Elie meant a real TV but she said to close my eyes, so I did. Then Elie said,
to open my eyes and, guess what, they had a projector screen T.V!!!!
We played a game of chutes and ladders while Mrs. Oxford was making dinner
which was chicken, a salad, some fruit and milk. After dinner, we watched Air Buddies.
When the movie was over, Elie and I went to the bed we slept in the night before.
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When  I  woke  up,  Elie  wasn’t  in  bed  so  I  went  in  the  master  bedroom  where  Elie,
Ava and Harry were watching TV. We went downstairs and ate pancakes again for
breakfast. Then Mrs. Oxford came and told us to shut the TV off and start packing.
When we were done packing, we decided to go on a hike. We saw two deers, a fawn
and a mother. We went through a long trail. When we came back we played outside and
made a campfire. Then we ate lunch, which was sandwiches, and then hit the road.
By the time I got home, it was about 7:30 pm! I thanked Elie and Mrs. Oxford for
inviting me over to their cabin and wished them a  great  rest  of  the  summer.  “I’ll  see you
next  week  Elie!”  I  called  as  they  drove  off  my  driveway.  I  was  happy  to  see  my  ma,  baba  
and baby sister. I had a lot of fun but it felt good to be home with my family.

Maya Sarkar (Age 13)
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Frogs
Roshnee Tarafder (Age 10)
Frogs,
Red, blue, green and brown
All to stay camouflaged.
Frogs,
Soft, smooth, bumpy, rough
Different textures to tell them apart.
Frogs,
Brown, black and dark brown
To look out for predators and prey.
Frogs,
Scared, calm and jumpy,
All different emotions.
Frogs,
Flies, moths, mosquitoes and other insects,
All to keep them strong and fit.
Frogs,
Love to swing,
Love to jump,
Love to be free.
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A Girl, a Slide, and Half-an-Inch of Hope
By Sneha Sinha
Age 11
“Hurry  up  Sneha!”  My  brother  called  from  the  road.
“It’s  hard  to  hurry  up  when  your  breakfast  is  like  dessert!”I  replied.  He  shrugged  and  
started walking. As I got out of the car, I looked at the massive and magnificent water
park  before  me…  Wisconsin  Dells,  North  America’s  largest  water  park.  This  would  be  
my second and last day here. As my mom, dad, and I started up the road, we scanned
across the fence to see where my brother was. As soon as I saw him, I went through
the check-in  and  ran  to  him.  “So,”  my  brother  asked,  “what  do  you  want  to  ride?”  
I pointed at the large, blue slide that went almost straight down. He pulled me over to
the  ‘You  have  to  be  this  tall’  stand.  “Heh,”  He  laughed.
“What?”  I  asked.
“You’re  half  an  inch  taller,”  he  said,  “Pretty  lucky!”
I  smiled,  and  whispered  “Yes,”  under  my  breath  as  our  parents came through the gate.
We gave them our flip-flops  and  then  we  raced  across  the  hot  pavement  so  we  didn’t  
scorch our feet, and sprinted up the countless stairs that had soaked in so much heat, it
felt like an oven! When we finally reached the carpeted stairs, we stopped, finally
reaching something cooler. The slide was only a few steps away from us and two
people were supposed to go before us. So all we could do was wait.
The Jamaican lifeguard was pushing the teenagers and adults down the 2 slides, and I
realized  that  I  was  the  only  kid  there,  “Oh  well,”  I  thought,  “its  not  like  it  matters!”    Soon,  
it was my turn; my brother was forcing me to go before him. The guard moved me over
to  the  ‘You  have  to  be  this  tall’  stand  just  like  my  brother  did.  “You’re  tall  enough"  he  
said,  in  his  thick,  Jamaican  accent,  "tall,  pretty  girl.”  I  smiled.  Then  I  had  to  choose  
between the slide that shoots straight down and the curvy one. I wanted to go to the
curvy slide first, and then I thought the one that went straight down was the one I
wanted  to  go  on.  “Sneha,"  my  brother  said  from  the  side,  “it’s  the  other  one!”  
I  went  to  the  other  side,  but  the  guard  said,  “Don’t  listen  to  your  brother!”  I  was  still  
going  to  listen  to  my  brother,  but  that’s  when  people  started  to  call  “C’mon,  you  can  do  
it!  You’ll  be  fine,  it’ll  be  great!”  and  from  my  brother,  “C’mon  Sneha!”    I  grinned  at  all  
these voices, and with butterflies in my stomach I let the guard push me down. I opened
my  eyes  and  I  was  looking  straight  down.    Surprisingly,  I  didn’t  scream!  A  second  later,  
water went into my eyes. And then, really soon, I was sliding down the bottom, my
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swimsuit pulling back. I pulled it into shape as I got off.  “That  was  fun,  right?”  my  brother  
called from the top. I nodded. As I waited for my brother to come down, my mom told
me,  “I  was  so  scared  when  you  were  coming  down,  I  almost  couldn’t  watch!”  I  laughed  
and my brother came shooting down the bottom. After he came, two of the girls who
were  cheering  for  me  came  down.  “Good  job!”  they  said,  and  they  both  gave  me  high  
fives.    “Want  to  go  on  the  other  one?”    My  brother  asked  me.  I  nodded,  we  went  back  up  
the stairs, and mid-way  I  told  him,  “I  was  this  far  away  from  not  going,”  spreading  my  
fingers  half  an  inch  apart.  “Why?”  he  asked.  “Because  that  much  shorter,  and  I  wouldn’t  
have  been  able  to  go  on!”  I  replied.    He  smiled  and  we  climbed  back  up  the  rest  of  the  
stairs.

Painting by Ria Banerjee
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LIFE OF THE AMAZING HELEN KELLER
Adrika Dasgupta
Grade 4
Helen Adams Keller was born on June 27, 1880. She became deaf and blind from an
unknown fever. Helen and her family lived on a farm in Tuscumbia, Alabama. She had
one sister, Mildred. Helen found out about everything by touching. She could feel
vibrations through the air and ground. She learned to speak early. She had different
actions for different things. Here are some examples: pull = come, shove = go, pinch a
little skin = small, touch eye glasses = father, stroke cheek = mother, and many more.
She  didn’t  like  to  be  touched  by  strangers,  but  she  wasn’t  frightened.  
Annie Sullivan, herself visually impaired and only 20 years old formed the Perkins
Institute for the Blind in Boston, came to the Kellers’  house  on  March  1887  to  become  
Keller's  instructor.    She  was  Helen’s  governess  and  then  her  friend  for  49  years.  Annie  
also taught Helen how to read, write, and speak. Annie taught Helen words by writing
the word on her hand and letting her feel what she wrote. The first word she learned
was D-O-L-L. She learned that everything had a name when she learned the word
“water”.  On  the  first  day  she  learned  30  words.  In  the  first  month  she  learned  100  words,  
and learned the English alphabet in one day. She loved reading. She read Braille and
read till her fingers bled. She wanted to learn to speak with her mouth and she did.
Helen  took  food  from  other  people’s  plates,  so  Annie  taught  Helen  to  eat  from  her  own  
plate. Helen and Annie stayed in a different house for a while because Annie wanted to
see if Helen could manage without her parents.
Helen wanted to go to Harvard; instead she went to Radcliffe in the fall of 1900. She
graduated in 1904 when she was 24 years old and was the first deaf and blind person to
earn a Bachelor of Arts degree. First she became a writer and after that she went from
town to town and gave speeches about the problem of the blind and deaf. She also
gave  speeches  about  her  and  Annie’s  life.  
Helen Adams Keller died at Arcan Ridge, Easton, Connecticut on June 1, 1968 at the
age of 87. Helen Keller encouraged blind and deaf people to live a normal life.
My Thoughts:
I  think  Helen  Keller  was  a  very  hard  working  person.  She  didn’t  give  up  on  the  first  try.  
She kept on trying and trying until she accomplished her goal. To me she is a very
amazing person.
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Ever been Skipped?
Tanish Bhowmick
Age 8

I am a smooth and flat stone, perfect for skipping. I live on the shore of famous
Mississippi river in Minnesota. It's a tourist place where many visitors come to enjoy
their holidays. During summer weather is very nice and many kids come here to play in
the water. Those are the busiest day for me! Specially, because they pick me up and
throw me back to the water constantly. When I am under the water I also meet my stone
friends. Initially I found out that they did not have any names, so I started giving them
names myself. I named eight friends so far out of many other stone friends. The two
recent friends I named are Sniffy and Shiny. One interesting thing about them is that
they always fought with each other for no reasons.
Yesterday it was raining all day. I have always hated rain, mainly because every time I
try to get dry I always get wet again. And it makes me slippery all day, which makes it
hard to skip me. I don't like to be hard to skip, mainly because many accidents can
happen. It happened just yesterday, a few boys came to skip stones. I was super
slippery when one boy tried to skip me. The boy missed the water and hit someone
else. Luckily, the parents of the boy who got hit rushed there. They took care of it. At
first, I didn't know if he was okay, but when he started playing again I knew he was fine.
That was a relief! Later in the day I caught cold, which happens every time it rains. Ahah-achoo!
Yes, sometimes I do not like being a skipping stone (mainly when I'm busy and tired)
and those times I envy those big rocks which no one can carry. But, I enjoy being a
natural toy. I am proud to be myself.
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Katie Sarkar (Age 10)
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Ritika Chakrabarty (Grade 6)
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Louie
Mousumi Elvin
Writing about the family pet, is probably not the first choice of subject matter that
springs to mind when submitting to Sannikat. Nevertheless, I have decided to share a
little something about our beloved family pet, Louie, who is a three year old Cavalier
King Charles Spaniel and brings much joy to our lives.
We had often visited and revisited the idea of adding a dog, as the kids were getting
older and practically pleading on a daily basis to add a furry friend to their lives. My
husband and I weren't sure whether the responsibilities and commitments of pet
ownership would surpass the fun element, but nevertheless we ultimately agreed,
thinking back to our own childhoods and love of animals. My husband was lucky enough
to have his own childhood dog that he fondly remembered, whereas I had not
experienced dog ownership and decided it was never too late, so we took the plunge.
We adopted Louie when he was 8 weeks old. A tiny, tricoloured King Charles Cavalier
with long floppy ears, and soft melting brown eyes. Cavaliers are known for their gentle
temperaments, loving personalities and special affinity to children. We brought home
our 4lb bundle of fur, with much excitment and nerves. Our first night was rough. No
one had prepared us for the whimpering and crying that would ensue. Louie was away
from his litter for the first time, and we had not realised that animals miss their families
just as humans would. The second night was a little better, except Louie managed to fall
into an ants nest at night, and woke up covered in red welts. Thankfully a phone call to
the vet and a little benydryl solved the issue. After an initial shaky start, and lots of
'google searches', library books and trips to Petsmart, we were starting to adjust to
having a puppy. Dare I say our puppy was starting to adjust to us?
The neighborhood suddenly became more than a row of houses, and familiar faces.
Now a walk down the street brought lots of friendly faces to meet our dog with
unabashed enthusiasm to introduce their own beloved Fido. Louie even made his own
best friend that week, as our neighbor, a few houses down, had adopted a little sheltie.
Interestingly, the bond our dogs share has opened many doors and relationships that
might otherwise have gone ignored.
Louie is now three years old, and truly a member of our family. We cannot imagine life
without him. Whether he be barking at us because it's 3 o'clock (and he can read the
clock which means it is time to eat), or excitedly wagging his entire behind as we enter
the house after a stressful day, his gentleness and cuddling with the kids, or his
uncanny ability to bark minutes before anyone has rung the doorbell never cease to
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amaze us. We continue to find joy in the smallest things thanks to Louie. Even my
parents on their long-distance calls from India never hesitate to enquire about him. He
truly has brightened the lives of many.
Having a dog is a big responsibility, and can certainly be a huge commitment. But I
believe that there is a deep truth to Roger Caras' statement: "Dogs have given us their
absolute all. We are the center of their universe. We are the focus of their love and
faith and trust. They serve us in return for scraps. It is without a doubt the best deal
man has ever made." Thank you, Louie.
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Heroes between the Stumps
Smarajit Mitra
It was a long and lonely walk for Harold Larwood at the Adelaide Oval in 1932. He
gripped the shiny red ball tight between his fingers and focused on the next delivery he
was  about  to  dispatch.  ‘Leg  stump  and  short’  raced  through  his  mind  as  he  accelerated  
the pace of his run up to the wicket, concentrating on the imaginary line between his
arm, swinging above his shoulder, and the white pads guarding the leg wicket of Bill
Woodfull, the captain of the Aussies. The ball bounced short, exactly as he had planned
in  his  head  and,  with  lightning  speed,  rose  up  straight  at  Bill’s  chest,  who  tried  to  swing  
at it half-heartedly while also shifting to avoid the missile. The next second was
blindingly short for Bill. It was an excrutiating pain on his chest, as if a bullet had
pierced his rib-cage and the impact practically threw him to the ground as the distant
voice of Douglas Jardine, the MCC captain nicknamed “The   Iron   Duke”,   came   faintly  
through   the   haze   “Well   bowled,   Harold”.   The   crowd   roared   from   the   stands   with   their  
disapproval.   “Bloody   awful”   these   bodylines,   Bill   thought   as   he   scrambled   to   catch   a  
breath;;   “no   intention   of   targeting   the   wicket”.   Fortunately, that was the last ball of the
over and Bradman would have to face the next ball at the other end. The over gave Bill
a chance to get back some of his composure but soon enough, Larwood was brought
back again and he would have to face the most dangerous fast bowler of his time. The
fielders were rearranged and six of them crowded in a semicircle around him on the leg
side.  He  knew  the  “fast  leg  theory”  was  being  implemented  and  the  intimidating  bodyline  
bowling was again going to commence.

After a 4-1 series victory over Australia, that almost ended in severing diplomatic ties
between England and Australia, the fearsome English team faced the West Indies at
home and got a taste of the same treatment from the visitors. There was an uproar
about this tactic, though Jardine often took the bat to show how these balls were to be
tackled with some effectiveness. In 1933, this MCC team went to start a series in India,
with the first ever test match to be hosted by the country, the birthplace of Jardine. Two
Indian batsmen made their debut against this team in the match on the Bombay
Gymkhana grounds – Lala Amarnath and Vijay Merchant. These two players, who left a
lasting legacy to Indian cricket, were born a month apart in 1911 and this year we
celebrate the birth centenary of these two giants in the sport.
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Lala Amarnath, was born, Nanik Amarnath Bhardwaj, on September 11, 1911 in a
business family in Kapurthala in northern Punjab. His father, Nanak Chand, broke the
family tradition of being a teacher of religion and philosophy and got into money-lending
business. First named Lal Chand by his father, his mother, Saraswati, renamed him
Amarnath. While, still a child, watching some Englishmen play cricket, he was highly
attracted to the game and asked his mother for a bat. Since no one in Kapurthala sold a
cricket bat, Saraswati had a carpenter make him one for one paisa!! After several
occasions of his angry father burning his bat and his mother making him a new one, his
father sent him to Randhir High School, but when the young Amarnath was only ten, his
beloved mother passed away and his grandparents took him with them to their native
city of Lahore where, with their active encouragement, Amarnath flourished as a stylish
batsman. In the riots after the partition, it was impossible for him to live in Lahore, and
he escaped to Patiala to avoid being murdered. After another ten years he settled in
Delhi.

He played for the Hindus team in the Bombay Quadrangular. A right-handed batsman,
he was the first cricketer to score a test century for the Indian cricket team and the first
captain of the Indian test team after independence, touring Australia in the 1947-48
season and against West Indies the following year. His first international match was
against the Jardine team of England, mentioned above. With the host team falling at
219 in the first innings, the English amassed a huge score of 438, despite Mohammed
Nissar bagging 5 wickets. Sent out for the second time the Indian team lost some quick
early wickets of Wazir Ali and Navale but then Amarnath made a grand stand with the
skipper, C.K. Nayudu, destroying the English bowling and reaching his first test century
in only 117 minutes!!

A right-arm medium pacer, Amarnath is also credited to be the only bowler to have
dismissed Sir Donald Bradman by hit wicket. In the 1936 tour of England, he was sent
back   by   the   Indian   captain,   Maharaja   of   Vizianagram,   “Vizzy”   as   he   was   popularly  
known later as a cricket commentator. This was a controversial decision and allegedly
political. In turn, a tactical, aggressive and straightforward team captain, Amarnath led
India to her first test match win against Pakistan in Delhi in 1952. The series was won
by India 2-1.  He  was  again  called  to  manage  the  team  against  Pakistan  in  India’s  tour of
1954-55.

Amarnath played 24 test matches in his life and had a batting average of 24 runs with
one test century to his credit. In 24 matches, he took 45 test wickets. His batting
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average over 184 First Class matches was 41 runs per innings. All through his test
cricket career, Amarnath worked towards bridging the divide between the players and
fans in both India and Pakistan, caused mainly by the high tension that existed between
the two countries after partition.

Lala   Amarnath’s   two   sons,   Mohinder   and Surinder, both played cricket for the Indian
team. When they asked him what match was most memorable for their father, Amarnath
mentioned his maiden test century and the final of the Moi-Ud-Dowla Gold Cup in 1934,
in which the Bombay Freelooters faced the Patiala Retrievers. Vizzy, as captain of the
Freelooters, acquired Learie Constantine of West Indies, one of the fastest bowlers in
cricket at that time. But with only 179 runs to win in the second innings, the Retrievers
lost 5 wickets for 30 runs and Constantine bowled viciously at the body and head of the
Patiala batsmen. The only hurdle that stood between then and an outright win for the
Freelooters was Lala Amarnath. The skilled backfooter pulled and hooked Constantine
to take his team to 179, contributing 104 of those runs. Vijay Merchant of the loosing
Freelooters  called  it  “an  object  lesson  in  batsmanship”.

Vijay Merchant was born Vijay Madhavji Thackersey on October 12, 1911, just about a
month after Lala Amarnath. With a first class cricket career that spanned over two
decades, he played for the Mumbai cricket team and with only 10 test matches, his
batting average was 48 runs per innings. However, his first class cricket batting average
of 72 runs, including 44 centuries, stood second only to Sir Donald Bradman. His 47
Ranji Trophy innings yielded 16 centuries and an astonishing 99 runs on average!!

Merchant was born and raised in a wealthy Mumbai family. He went to Syndenham
College, a leading institution for commerce education in India. He was a shining
cricketer there, already captaining the college team. In 1931, he scored 504 runs and
bagged 29 wickets for Syndenham setting a record in the Bombay inter-collegiate
cricket history. Like Amarnath, he was picked to play for the Hindus cricket team in the
Bombay Quadrangular and made his debut in test cricket in 1933 against England. In
the same tour, he played for Bombay Presidency against the visitors and was injured on
the chin by a ball delivered by Nichols, the pacer from Essex. Patched up, he re-took
the field and batted for another three hours staying not out overnight.
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In the 1936 Indian tour of England, marked by the disastrous captaincy of Vizzy and the
unexpected show of batting talent by Cotar Ramaswamy - not a popular choice – a rare
athlete who represented India in cricket and tennis. Merchant and Mushtaq Ali were the
only two Indians that scored a test century in the tour, actually in the same innings.

Vijay Merchant had a lifelong rivalry with another fellow cricket giant – Vijay Hazare.
India benefitted from this rivalry as, at times, it appeared the two were playing against
each other  trying  to  outscore  the  rival.  The  span  of  Merchant’s  cricket  career  was  well  
over two decades but he missed large portions of this period due to ill health. His last
test was against England in 1951-52 where, in the Delhi test, he scored his highest test
run of 154 creating a 211 run partnership with his counterpart and captain, Hazare. A
shoulder injury, sustained while playing, sent him off to permanent retirement.

Upon retirement, Merchant went into broadcasting and writing and, for a period, was a
member of the cricket selection committee. His charitable and volunteer work is
recognized by all. Vijay Merchant passed away at the age of 76 in Mumbai on Oct 27,
1987 from a heart attack. A founder of the Bombay School of Batsmanship, he
emphasized temperament and technique, that developed a generation of Indian batters
who displayed a conservative batting style which helped India against difficult odds in
future years. His emphasis on safety-first for batsmen, paved the way for future
developments in how the game is played today.

This year, as we celebrate Durga Puja let us remember these two giants of Indian
cricket that provided entertainment to the cricket loving world and prestige to a newly
formed nation.
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Radhanath Sikdar
Chief Computer & Discoverer of Peak XV
Tapan Bhattacharya

Radhanath Sikdar was born in Calcutta in 1813. He was considered a child prodigy. He
did  his  early  schooling  at  “phiringee”  Kamal  Bose’s  school  and  joined  Hindu  College            
(now, Presidency College) for his higher education at the age of eleven. There, he came
under the influence of two of his teachers, Henry V Derozio and the mathematics
teacher, Dr John Tytler. Derozio, who is known as the father of the Young Bengal
Movement was a firebrand leader inspiring freedom of thought and revolt against the
age-old norms and prejudices of Hindu society. His band of young Bengalis, who were
known as Derozians, many of them later became pillars of Bengali society, included
RamGopal Ghosh, Ramtanu Lahiri, Peary Chand Mitra and Radhanath Sikdar. Out of
all his contemporaries, Radhanath was the only one who pursued a scientific education.
He became the star student of Dr Tytler. He also studied Physics, including reading
Newton’s  “Principia”,  a  ground  breaking  work  on  the  principles  and  laws  of  Physics.
A probing mind combined with a robust physique, made Radhanath an ideal candidate
to be recommended by Dr Tytler to the Surveyor General of India as one of its youngest
employees in 1831. He was 18 years old.
The Great Trigonometrical Survey (GTS), one of the most ambitious scientific projects
in  the  world  was  underway  during  this  period.  Its  official  name  was  ‘The  Great  Indian  
Arc  of  the  Meridian’.  Its  purpose  was  not  only  to  accurately  measure  the  subcontinent  of  
India but also compute the precise curvature of the globe. This project was started in
1800 and was conceived by William Lambdon, the first Surveyor General.
The project had started in the southern tip of India and by 1831 had moved to the
Northern  Plains  and  the  Himalayas  (which  in  Sanskrit  means  ‘the  abode  of  the  snows’).  
This  northern  phase  of  the  project  had  gotten  very  complex  requiring  ‘arcane  
calculations’  and  ‘mind  boggling  recalculations’.  It  was  stated  that  at  a  certain  point  it  
involved 9,320 unknowns and equations of sizes which had never been solved before.
This was a dream job for young Radhanath. For the Himalayan phase of the GTS, a
separate office was opened in Dehra Dun, in the Himalayan foothills of Northern India.
Though Radhanath was initially posted to one of the field survey camps, because of his
‘number  crunching  genius’,  he  was  quickly  brought  back  to  Dehra  Dun  as  the  
“Computer”. He was the first Indian to be inducted to this position.
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George Everest, the then Superintendent of the GTS, quickly recognized the genius of
his young employee. His ability, to create mathematical formulae from first principles
and use astronomical methods in geodetic surveys, so moved George Everest that in
1838  he  said  about  Radhanath  that  “……..there  are  few  in  India  whether  European  or  
native that can all compete with him. Even in Europe these mathematical attainments
would  rank  very  high”.    In  1851,  Radhanath  was  promoted  to  “Chief  Computer” of the
Survey of India and moved to its headquarters in Calcutta. During this period, he
devised formulae for geographical positions and altitudes of snow peaks observed from
distances of over 100 miles using trigonometrical survey methods. While working with
this data, he discovered that one of the Himalayan peaks designated in the survey as
peak XV, was higher than any other peaks he had measured so far!
By this time, George Everest had returned to England and his position as Surveyor
General of India was taken by Col A.S. Waugh. The Chief Computer reported his
discovery to Waugh. This discovery was not publicly announced for a few years, until
the Government was sure that peak XV was not only the highest peak in the Himalayas
but the highest peak in the world.
Though, George Everest had decided that all peaks in the Himalayas would be named
after  native  or  ‘local’  names,  Waugh decided to break tradition and name peak XV after
his predecessor, “Mount  Everest”. Over the next several years of service, many other
geodetic and meteorological discoveries are attributed to Radhanath Sikdar.
However, in true imperial tradition, Radhanath’s  discovery  and  genius  was  never  
recognized by the British. He retired from service in 1862.
He devoted his later years to important social causes of his day, campaigning against
child  marriage,  widow  remarriage  and  women’s  education.  Along  with  his  Derozian
friend Peary Chand Mitra, he founded a Bengali journal, Masik Patrika, focused on the
education and empowerment of woman.
Radhanath who had resisted his own marriage to a child bride in his youth, remained a
bachelor all his life. He died on May 17, 1870 at the age of 57 in his house by the side
of the Ganga River, in Gondalpara, Chandannagar, outside Calcutta.
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A Soccer Game Remembered!
100 Years Later
Tapan Bhattacharya

With three minutes to spare, Shibdas Bhaduri, put through a perfect pass to the center
forward Abhilash Ghosh who shot the ball into the net for a perfect goal. The spectators
roared, “Gooooal”!!
Thus ended one of the epic sporting events in India! The date was July 29, 1911.
Mohun Bagan, the Bengali team of Calcutta, defeated the East Yorkshire Regiment (an
English military team), 2-1, to win the IFA Shield, the most coveted trophy of Indian
soccer. The field erupted  with  the  nationalist  chant,  “Bande Mataram (We bow to thee,
our Motherland!)”.
It is said that eighty thousand people came to the Calcutta Maidan that day, to watch
the match. On the day of the match, Eastern Indian Railway ran special trains and the
steamer companies ran special steamers to bring the crowds for the match from the
outlying districts of the city. The  spectators  on  both  sides,  the  Babu’s  of  Calcutta,
cheering the native side, arrayed against the English spectators, led by members of the
British Army, were hurling abuses against each other, all through the match.
The gentleman, who led the cheering side for the Indians, was a noted Bengali drama
(Jatra) actor, who played female roles in these plays. He had taken off his wig, to
display his bald pate and was pacing up and down the side of the field, hurling choice
abuses in Bengali at the British players and their supporters, who did not understand a
word of what he was saying!

The  Mohun  Bagan  players  entered  the  field  with  red  ‘tilaks’  on  their  forehead,  as  they  
had visited the Kalighat temple in the morning, to seek the blessings of Ma Kali – the
mother goddess of power. Ten out of the eleven Mohun Bagan players played bare feet
against the boot-wearing British team.

As the referee blew the final whistle, to declare the victory for Mohun Bagan, Reuter of
London reported that the native spectators started throwing their shirts, hats,
handkerchiefs, umbrellas and walking sticks in the air in celebration of a great victory.
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Nayak, the paper representing the Bengali elite of the city, wrote, “Indians can hold their
own against Englishmen in every walk of art and science, in every learned profession,
and  in  the  higher  grades  of  public  service……It  only  remained  for  Indians  to  beat  
Englishmen in that particularly English sport, the football…………It  fills  every  Indian  with  
joy and pride to know that rice-eating, malaria-ridden, barefooted Bengalis have got the
better of beef-eating, Herculean booted John Bull in the peculiarly English sport. Never
before was there witnessed such universal demonstration of joy, men and women alike
sharing it and demonstrating it by showering of flowers, shouts, whoops, screams and
even  dances.” This was no ordinary victory  for  the  Bengali’s,  and  even all Indians.
During this period, the nationalist Indian freedom movement was in full swing. To punish
the Bengalis, the British decided to teach them a lesson by dividing the state of Bengal
into two, in 1905. Bengal and the Bengalis erupted against this injustice. Their
displeasure was displayed via demonstrations, strikes and boycotts all across their
divided state. However, Lord Curzon the Viceroy of India, still would not bend. In 1908,
the Bengali nationalists became more aggressive in their methods. In April, Khudiram
Bose, a young revolutionary and Prafulla Chaki tried to kill Magistrate Kingsford, known
for handing down harsh sentences to nationalists by throwing a bomb at his carriage.
The bomb killed two British women not Kingsford, who was not in the carriage. In an
intense manhunt, Khudiram was captured, tried and was hanged, Prafulla, rather than
getting arrested, shot himself.
In May, 1908, a garden house in Manicktala rented by Aurobindo Ghosh was raided by
the police, who discovered a large explosives factory on the premises including a cache
of bombs, revolvers and other firearms. Thirty six young Bengalis were arrested. This
included, Aurobindo Ghosh, his brother Barin, Ullaskar Dutta and many other young
nationalists. The trial, which continued for a year in the courts in Alipore, Calcutta, was
known  as  the  ‘Alipore  Bomar  Mamla’(Alipore  Bomb  Case).  The  sentences  against  the  
accused were varied. However, these two incidents created a lot of resentment among
the Indian population, across the country, against the ruling class. With that in the
background, the victory of Mohun Bagan against the British Military team helped the
Indians to avenge in a small way against their British rulers.

It is said, that when the team was returning to its clubhouse with the trophy, a Brahmin
priest pointing to the Union Jack (the British flag) flying atop Fort William, asked, “when  
will  that  come  down?”      Somebody  in  the  crowd  replied,  “It  will  come  down  when  Mohun  
Bagan wins the  shield  again.”  It  may  be  a coincidence, but Mohun Bagan won their next
IFA Shield in 1947, the year of Indian Independence!
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“Brand  Rabindranath”  Ever  Wonder
By Aparna Mandal
For millions of Indians and Bangladeshis, Rabindranath Tagore is, as he was in his lifetime, a
cultural  icon.  Rabindranath  Tagore  is  more  relevant  than  ever’.
The power, passion and poetry of his words can leave a deep, psychological impact, for long,
perhaps forever, like a terminal condition. The celebrations have begun for the 150th year of
Rabindranath  Tagore’s  birth.  Here  are  20  reasons  why  the  Bengali  still  needs him. This is my
canvas, where I would like to spread different colors -Infinite through the supremacy of
Tagore’s  creation!  
Bola jete pare 'ak adbhut abirbhab....ak poripurnajiban....
Ever wonder Tagore....
Nobel Laureates Prof Albert Einstein (1921) and Sir Rabindranath Tagore (1913) met at
Einstein's residence in Berlin, Germany, on 14th July, 1930. Conversation between
them elegantly demonstrates how the two Nobel Laureates utilized the language of music, as a
metaphor, to forge common ground between science & spirituality.
TAGORE: Once I asked an English musician to analyze for me some classical music, and
explain to me what elements make for the beauty of the piece.
EINSTEIN: The difficulty is that the really good music, whether of the East or of the West,
cannot be analyzed.
TAGORE: Yes, and what deeply affects the hearer is beyond himself.
EINSTEIN: The same uncertainty will always be there about everything fundamental in our
experience, in our reaction to art, whether in Europe or in Asia. Even the red flower I see before
me on your table may not be the same to you and me.
TAGORE: And yet there is always going on the process of reconciliation between them, the
individual taste conforming to the universal standard
Indeed it is amazing to see how much he has left behind for us.
The  beauty  of  Tagore’s  writing  lies  in  its  simplicity.  In  fact  it  is  so  simple  that  it  is  complex.  His  
short  stories  read  like  children’s  tales.  Yet,  they  are  a  reflection  of  socio-political life in colonial
Bengal,  the  complex  realities  of  identity,  class,  caste,  gender  and  colonialism.  Tagore’s  way  with  
words is brilliant. He uses it to the greatest effect to evoke strong emotions in the reader. I loved
the way Tagore writes on love, the tragic aspect of his love stories making them all the more
appealing
Let me reproduce Tagore’s  poem  about  his  affection for Victoria Ocampo.
'I can but litter your life with the torn shreds of my pain, and keep you awake at night with the
moan of my lonely dreams,
It is better that I remain speechless and help you to forget me.'
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I  really  liked  the  women  in  Tagore’s  stories.  His  women  are  full  of  strength,  strength  in  simplicity  
and simple complexity. The characters in The  Wife’s  Letter,  Woman  Unknown,  The  Laboratory,
The Story of a Mussalmani are not exactly superwomen. But their reaction to circumstances,
their refusal to remain passive objects and their little rebellions against the established order are
provoking. In fact, even when portrayed as weak and helpless, as in Subha, there is so much
strength in the portrayal of their weakness that it moves the strongest heart. Tagore's relatively
liberal view concerning women would allow him to create "Vimala'(Ghare-Baire) who unlike Sita
is as Fallible and ultimately as redeemable, as any male character.
Without  him,  a  Bengali’s  language  of  love,  or  just  pining,  would  be  impossible.  “Tumi  robe  
neerabe,  hriday  e  momo…”  holds  even  in  a  swank,  crowded  coffee  shop,  with  Channel  V  
running in the background. Stress would wring you dry. When you are cursing your family, your
boss, the traffic, your life, only words such as “Jibono jokhono shukaye jaye” can make you feel
there was someone who knew what you are going through. The words are like designer stuff,
made only for you, but it’s  free.  By  the  time you realize all this, the song is over, but the phrase
plays and replays in your mind. Jibono jokhono shukaye jay...
Without Tagore — and without “Achhe duhkho achhe mrityu “— even your afterlife or the postdeath you, as experienced by your dear ones, would be without the sun, the moon and stars.
'I slept and dreamt that life was joy. I awoke and saw that life was service. I acted and behold,
service was joy....'
150 years have passed, many changes came in the society but the popularity of his works
remains as it was 50 years back and no change is observed. I believe, in the next 150 years
also, this popularity will continue..
The new generation is all for assimilating the culture of the adopted country, while the older
generation wants them to keep the cultural and professional space separate, something they
managed to do carefully,
WHERE the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free ...And my search will continue...
my search will continue....
I Wonder if I Know Him......
Within Him I shall find myself The I that reaches everywhere.
Knowledge is partial, because our intellect is an instrument, it is only a part of us, it can
give us information about things which can be divided and analyzed, and whose
properties can be classified part by part.
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Seeing the West through the eyes of Kabi Guru
Sanjib Basak
Rabindranath Thakur went to study in England in 1978. His father, Maharshi Debendranath
Thakur, wanted him to become a barrister. He stayed in a house owned by his family near
Brighton and studied at a public school there. During that time, he came in close contact with
the western society for the first time in his life. Thakur had a pretty good idea about England
and the English people, reading books and talking to people. So England was not completely
unknown to him but still there were many things during his visit which surprised him often.
Based on what he had seen there and how he felt about them he wrote some letters which he
had  named  as  “Europe  Parbasir  Patra”.    Although,  everything  that  he  had  mentioned  in  those  
letters is about the European and Europe but those are very much applicable to Americans and
to America as well.
First thing that he noticed after coming to England is the busy lifestyle of the people in London.
“It  is  a  great  fun  to  watch  the  passersby  who  are  rushing  to  workplace  holding an umbrella in
their  armpit.    Trains  are  passing  with  “hush  hush”  sound  everywhere  – up, down, sidewise. The
people are also running like a train. Whatever it is, the Mother Nature does not like lazy people
here. Nobody can afford to lean on a Takia putting mustard oil in nose here. The vegetable does
not grow easily here like in Bengal. People need to fight against weather, especially winter.
That is one reason why people eat here a lot. They need to consume energy during winter. We
do not much care about food and dresses in Bengal but Mother Nature has made those things
very important here. There is no place for a weak and lazy person here. They need to fight
constantly – against  weather  in  one  hand  and  the  competition  at  work  in  other  hand.”

Gradually, Thakur started mixing with local people there. He started meeting people in the
street, parties and meetings. He started attending dinner invitations of his English friends. He
came to realize that most of the people here have very little knowledge about India. Once he
was walking outside and looking at some photographs displayed in front of a shop with one of
his English friends, who happened to be a doctor. Suddenly, his friend started explaining that
those pictures were not painted by someone but rather was taken by a machine called a
“camera”.    In  front  of  a  watch  store,  he  started  explaining  how  surprising  thing  the  watch  was  
and how it functioned. In one party, a young lady asked him whether he had ever heard of the
word  “piano”.  Thakur  commented      “They  can  draw  a  map  of  “Parolok”  very  easily  but  they  do  
not  know  a  single  thing  about  India.”

Thakur started observing it everywhere that western society is full of materialism. He could find
a liquor shop at almost every corner in the street but not  a  bookshop.    “I  see  a  shoe  shop,  meat  
shop, toy shop almost everywhere but not a book store. I needed a book and I had to order it
through  the  storekeeper  of  a  toy  shop”.          
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In western world party, food and dance are some of the very important parts of life and Tagore
observed the same thing in England as well. He noticed some positive aspects of the western
society in this matter. They can organize parties very well. Starting from decorating a party hall,
decorating food, attending to the guests, introducing the guests to each other, they do those
very well. He was invited in a dance party. As soon as he entered the house he was greeted
by the hostess. He also noticed that unlike an Indian party the hostess does not get a high
attention at the party, nobody even bothers where the hostess is. Before starting the dance the
hostess introduced him with other guests. He found that finding a dance partner, especially a
beautiful lady dance partner, was not an easy job in the English parties. Those, who had dance
partners did not need to think about this issue but those who did not, needed to find one. He
needed  to  ask  a  lady  whether  she  was  booked  already  for  a  dance  partner.  If  she  says  “no”  then  
one is through otherwise he had to roam around the party hall until he found somebody. In
addition to that, one needed to know dancing well otherwise there was a good chance of
getting rejected after the first dance. His observation went like this - “It  is  like  a  card  game.  If  
someone finds that his partner is weak then he becomes very angry with his partner, similarly in
dance,  if  the  lady  finds  that  her  partner  can’t  follow  her  she  gets  mad  at  him.”  Then  he  chuckles  
“My  partner  was  certainly  wishing  me  death  during  the  dance.  I  was  much  relieved  when  it  
finished.”

Although  many  things  in  England  were  uninteresting  to  him,  he  found  “Turkish  Bath”  a  little  
different.    He  wrote,  “At  first  we  were  taken  to  a  hot  room.    Everybody  started  to  sweat,  after  
some time, except me. Then they took me to another room which was hotter than that one.
That room was like a fireball. My eyes started hurting. I could not stand it after couple of
minutes, came out of the room and started sweating heavily. Then they asked me to lie down in
some place. After that a gigantic man came and started messaging my whole body. He was not
wearing any cloth and I have not seen anybody before with such muscles. I thought that it was
really  unnecessary  for  giant  cannon  to  massage  a  mosquito.”
In many of his writings, Thakur praised the beauty of western girls. His observation about the
Italian  women  was  that  they  were  nice  and  charming.  “White  color,  dark  black  hair,  black  
eyebrows,  black  eyes  and  nice  faces”.  
Thakur  criticized  the  way  the  westerners  eat  meat.    He  wrote,  “It  is  very  uncomfortable for me
to eat meat during dinner at a English house, especially in the form that they serve the meat.
When we eat meats back home we cut the meat and cook it with species such that we forget
the  structure  of  the  animal  but  here  I  eat  an  animal’s  meat keeping the head and legs intact. I
feel  sick  thinking  about  the  whole  animal.”

People in the western society like to represent them as very clean and polished outside but they
are  not  so  clean  inside.    Thakur  wrote,  “They  cannot  tolerate  something  which looks ugly. Even
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a funeral dress needs to be pretty. People do not wash mouth with water after dinner because
if the water falls from mouth it looks ugly. The cough and cold are so predominant here that they
should  keep  a  “Pikdani”  like  we  do  in  India.  They  wouldn’t  do  that  because  that  will  look  bad  but  
they  are  completely  fine  with  carrying  an  extremely  dangerous  material  called  “handkerchief”,  
inside the pocket, which is carrying all the germs with it. That is fine because nobody can see it
and it is hidden in the pocket. For them, there is no need to take shower, as long as hair is
combed  properly  and  the  hands  and  the  face  look  clean.”

Staying in England Thakur came in contact with the migrant Bengalis. Many of them thought of
themselves as a half Englishman and tried to act like an Englishman. Thakur hated their artificial
behaviors  and  criticized  their  attitude  sharply.  He  called  them  “Inga  Banga”  - the Bengali who
had  turned  into  an  Englishman.  As  he  described,  “The  Bengalis,  after  coming  here, mixing with
some  spices,  turn  into  a  “khichuri”  called  Inga  Banga.  In  order  to  understand  this  Inga  Banga,  
you need to see them in 3 conditions – first, how they behave with an Englishman, second how
they behave with a Bengali and third how they behave with other khichuri Inga Banga. When
you see an Inga Banga talking with an Englishman you will be amazed to see the how
courteous he becomes. To an Englishman, he is the nicest and politest person in the world at
that time. Even if he is debating with him for something, he puts his argument very cautiously
and gently and then he apologizes for objecting to his argument and asks forgiveness from
him.”
This  Inga  Banga  becomes  extreme  different  when  he  talks  to  another  Inga  Banga.  “But  if  you  
see the same Inga Banga in Inga Banga world then you would see his ego. An Inga Bongo,
who is living here for 3 years, considers himself much superior to his counterpart who is living
here for 1 year. When there is a debate between the 3 year person and the 1 year person, one
can see how haughty he becomes as if he is the son of Ma Swaraswati who knows everything
in  the  world.  He  does  not  mind  telling  the  1  year  Inga  Banga  a  “stupid  uneducated  person”.  The  
Inga Banga becomes an Englishman in heart and soul except that he cannot change his looks.
He wishes

“মা, এবার মেল সােহব হব;
রাঙা চু েল হাট বিসেয়, পাড়া ন ব নাম ঘাচাব।
সাদা হােত হাত িদেয় মা, বাগােন বড়ােত যাব
(আবার) কােলা বদন দখেল পের "ডািক' বেল মুখ ফরাব।“
He starts to find many behaviors awkward which were very usual thing while he was in India.
“One  Bengali  asked  an  Inga-Benga - Mr., What is your occupation?. The Inga-Banga became
very angry and according to him a civilized person cannot ask such question. An Inga Banga
does not invite 13 people in dinner table because the English believes that number 13 is
unlucky  and  believes  that  one  among  them  will  die  very  soon.    An  Englishman  wouldn’t  mind  if  
you use a knife eating fish because being a foreigner it is quite normal thing not to know when
to use knife and when not to, but an Inga Banga will do. He will ask for smelling salt in a
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Bengali  dinner  knowing  very  well  that  the  host  would  not  have  it.”    He  also  noticed  that  an  Inga  
Banga belittles his own country in front of an Englishman more than an anti-indian Anglo
Englishman would. He intentionally brings up the topic of and talks about various ill –
embellishments of the Hindus and then laugh about those.
Thakur’s  study  in  Brighton  did  not  go  very  well.    After  a  few  months  he  left  the  school  and  went  
back to India. He did not become a barrister as his father wanted but became a Nobel laureate
in literature.

Taken  from  “Europe  Prabasir  Patra”
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